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FAREWELL,FAREWELL,FAREWELL,FAREWELL,FAREWELL,
RAMSES:RAMSES:RAMSES:RAMSES:RAMSES:

ADB Security Director Ramses Cole Bengal trans-
ferred to the Black Fleet just after 10am, 28 July 2016.
Increasingly ill in recent months, he reached the point
where he could not eat or drink, and it was time to let
him go. In cat years, Ramses was 85 and devoted every
one of those years to making ADB a safer place. He
famously cleared our original building of mice and other
pests, and guarded the building as part of his territory.

Ramses was totally fearless, winning the nickname
“Rambo” after his daring leaps from ten-foot shelving
units in our warehouse. A powerful hunter, he brought
down free-range rabbits, squirrels, and other rodents that
entered his extensive territory at home (nearly two full
blocks). Neighboring cats stayed well clear of him. He
defeated several local dogs in personal combat, and
when confronted by two 40-pound attack dogs (a shep-
herd and a lab), went into attack mode and ran straight
at them. (Both fled his yard and were never seen again.)

Ramses was a “bengal” cat, a mix of Asian wildcat
and Egyptian mau. His family tree traced back only four
generations to a wild hunting cat who actually lived in an
Asian jungle in Bangladesh. His human servant often
said that domestic cats are the black-and-white photo-
copies of the real jungle cats from which they descended.

PUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATION
FEDERATION COMMANDER: COMMUNIQUE #128 is

published and copyright © 2016 by Amarillo Design Bureau,
Inc., www.StarFleetGames.com, PO Box 8759, Amarillo TX
79114.

Elements of the Star Fleet Universe are the property of
Paramount Pictures Corporation and are used with their per-
mission.

Situation report:Situation report:Situation report:Situation report:Situation report:
Through aThrough aThrough aThrough aThrough a
Green scannerGreen scannerGreen scannerGreen scannerGreen scanner

We’re continuing to show progress on many projects.
Captain’s Log #51, A Call to Arms: Star Fleet De-

luxe Edition, and F&E Minor Empires were all released.
Steven Petrick has updated SFB Module C2 which

is now available in print or as a PDF. He continues work
on the Romulan Master Starship Book (which lacks only
art and final proofreading) and recently sent the Lyran
Master Starship Book to the staff for a first reading.

Work has resumed on the long-awaited Federation
Admiral campaign system. The massive Ship Chart was
recently posted on the BBS and includes over 500 ships
(most of which are available in Federation Commander).
Work on the rulebook is moving through the fourth draft
(which the playtest staff is reviewing even now). Exten-
sive playtesting has begun on the FASCR combat sys-
tem resulting in numerous changes.

Production has moved ahead on two new ships for
Starline 2425, two new ships for Starline 2450, and one
new ship for Starline 2500.

Jean Sexton is busy selecting fiction for the second
and third Kindle books (fiction anthologies) and is start-
ing work with two outside authors on new game sys-
tems for the Prime Directive RPG Universe.

The fall of 2016 will focus on four sheets of single-
sided counters. These will include reprints for Federa-
tion Commander Klingon Border, SFB Module C2, and
F&E Planetary Operations. That will leave space for only
one new product, either SFB Module X2 or a new mod-
ule for Federation Commander.
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• Communique #121: Seltorian DDV, Scenario

8CM108 Save the Atlantean Doria.
• Communique #122: Valentian CL, Scenario

8CM109 Big Things, Small Packages.
• Communique #123: ISC Mobile Carrier, Scenario

8CM110 Snakes And Crossbones.
• Communique #124: Federation Mobile Carrier,

Scenario 8CM111 Assault on the Invincible.
• Communique #125: Klingon Mobile Carrier, Sce-

nario 8CM112 Dance of the Damned.
• Communique #126: Romulan SkyHawk-B Mobile

Carrier, Scenario 8CM113 Raider’s Ball.
• Communique #127: Kzinti Mobile Carrier, Sce-

nario 8CM114 Clash of the Giants.
The Index for 2015 is in Communique #120.

BATTLE GROUP REPORT
by Jean Sexton, Battle Group Facilitator

We are already getting reports from battle groups
and registrations of new battlegroups. See the special
web page at StarFleetGames.com/battlegroup.shtml for
more information. Once your group starts holding regu-
lar events, you can report your exciting activities (demos,
playtests, conventions) to us for posting on that page.

Each month we shine a spotlight on one of our battle
groups. This month it is Battle Group Klingon Saber
Dance Academy. This group, homeported in Plano, Texas
is active according to its CO, Eamon Wentzel. Their group
plays Star Fleet Battles, Federation Commander, and
Prime Directive PD20M. Do you live in the area? Find
out how to contact them here:
 http://www.starfleetgames.com/battlegroup/
battlegroup_KlingonSaber.shtml

Do you have a battle group? Be sure to report your
activities here:
http://www.starfleetgames.com/battlegroup/report.shtml

Maybe next month, your group will get the spotlight.

RANGERS LEAD THE WAY
Jean Sexton has reorganized the Ranger Demon-

stration Teams, sent Rangers their
long-overdue rewards, and is recruit-
ing new Rangers. The Rangers recruit
and train new players by means of
demos conducted in game stores and
at conventions. See the Ranger page
for more info:
http://www.StarFleetGames.com/
rangers/index.shtml
Be sure to read Hailing Frequencies to catch up on any
demos and conventions near you.
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NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:
THE  SFB PLATINUM TOURNAMENT

The registration for the sixth annual Star Fleet Battles
Platinum Hat tournament ends at midnight (Pacific Day-
light Time) on August 12, 2016. Hurry up and get your
name in for this free prestigious tournament. You never
know who you might face and even if you lose, your battle
may be documented as part of the winner's journey.

THE SEARCH FOR A SHIP
This issue completes the deployment of “mobile” car-

riers (based on war destroyer hulls) with the Gorn BDV.
Next time, we will start a new project.

WE CAN’T DO EVERYTHING
Jean currently has four writers wanting to work with

her to do new game systems for Prime Directive. These
include Traveller, Fate, D6, and a new system. Experi-
ence has taught her she cannot manage more than one
or maybe two at the same time.

ALL OUT FOR AMACON
There is a convention in Amarillo every year which

includes gaming, cosplay, anime, and other things. Jean
convinced us to try a “full fleet press” including demos
and a sales booth. We made a few dollars and intro-
duced a lot of new people to our games. We plan to
attend again in 2017.

RULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONS
Q: Why are there no questions in this issue?
A: Because nobody asked one.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORTCUSTOMER SUPPORTCUSTOMER SUPPORTCUSTOMER SUPPORTCUSTOMER SUPPORT

We do as much as we can to help our customers enjoy
our products, and are always seeking new ways and open to
new ideas to do so. Here is a general summary of the kind of
things we can do. (Sorry for the small type, it does show just
how much customer support stuff we have!)

Just Ask Us
You can contact the game designer at:

design@StarFleetGames.com
You can contact our customer support person at:

support@StarFleetGames.com
You can contact our sales department at:

sales@StarFleetGames.com
Try asking a question, and we’ll answer as best we can.

For that matter, you can always just call the office at 806-351-
1950 during business hours (10-6 Central Time, M-F), and tell
whoever answers (we take turns) what you need, and you will
be sent to the right person to get your answer.

Websites
Our site at www.FederationCommander.com has a lot of

stuff for you to use, and the Commander’s Circle (found at
http://www.starfleetgames.com/federation/

Commanders%20Circle/index.shtml)
has lots of free downloads and other things. You can even
download a demo copy of the game to give a friend.

The StarBlog on FederationCommander.com includes
daily posts of what’s going on, and the forum on that site pro-
vides access to the Federation Commander community of play-
ers and to the game designers and customer-support people.

Need an Opponent?
There are a lot of ways to find one. Post a note in your

game store. Go to the FederationCommander.com Forum and
post a note in the Local Groups & Retailers section. Attend a
local convention (if there is one). Go to the Commander’s Circle
and look at the player database (and post your information
there so that the next person to check the list can find you).

Go to our primary BBS at www.StarFleetGames.com/dis-
cus and look for the Seeking Opponents section and post a
note there.

Go to www.StarFleetGames.com/sitemap.html and look
for the red Find Opponents button. Enter your data and in a
few days you’ll get an email from us with a list of gamers near
you. We’re working to improve that list.

Federation Commander Play-by-Email
Playing Federation Commander by email is an alternative

to playing face-to-face. While there are a few differences (i.e.,
your opponent isn’t sitting across the table from you), it is the
same game.

The basic gist of the Federation Commander play-by-email
(PBEM) system is that you and your opponent submit your
orders for the turn to a moderator via email. The moderator
then processes them, and sends a “SitRep” (Situation Report)
to the players via email. You receive the results, write up your
next set of orders, and then submit your orders once again.
The process is repeated until the game is completed. Sounds
simple? That’s because it IS! It’ll take a little getting used to
(after all, what doesn’t?), but once you’ve got the hang of it,
you’ll be lobbing photon torpedoes (or whatever your weapon
of choice is) at opponents from all over the world.

Every Federation Commander PBEM game has at least
three participants: two or more players and one moderator.
The moderator’s purpose is to accept orders from the players

and carry them out, reporting the results of those orders to all
players. While he is not a player, the moderator fulfills a very
important role in the game. Good moderators and good play-
ers make for a good, enjoyable game of Federation Com-
mander. Moderating a Federation Commander PBEM game is
also an excellent way to learn more about the Federation Com-
mander rules.

While there are some disadvantages to PBEM (it does
take longer to finish a game), there are advantages as well.
You can play against people in other parts of the world (how
often do you get to Australia, anyway?), you can play multiple
games at once, and you can have large multi-player games
(without worrying about running out of chips and soda).

For more information about playing Federation Com-
mander PBEM, please visit the play-by-email section at
www.StarFleetGames.com/pbemgames soon or check the
PBEM section of either the Forum or the BBS.

Federation Commander Online Gaming
Many people do not know that you can play Federation

Commander online in real time against live opponents, any
time you want, 24 hours a day.

A decade ago, www.SFBonline.com was created to pro-
vide players of Star Fleet Battles with an online gaming expe-
rience. It was a smash hit as hundreds of gamers joined the
battles. Tournaments and other competitions, plus general open
gaming, have gone on around-the-clock since then. This suc-
cessful operation has been expanded to include Federation
Commander! Now you can play with real live human oppo-
nents all over the world in real time 24 hours a day, seven days
a week! The computer automates many functions and acts as
a friendly assistant for mundane chores.

For a modest subscription fee of less than $6 a month,
you have access to most of the ships in the Federation Com-
mander game system as well as new ships still in playtest and
development. The Java Runtime system is compatible with Win-
dows, Macintosh, and other systems.

Never worry about a lack of opponents. Never worry about
opponents who don’t show up for game day because of silly
reasons like family reunions or their own weddings. Don’t be
cut off from your regular gaming group while on vacations or
business trips.

Even better, you can join in online tournaments and cam-
paigns, and your victories will add up to a higher and higher
average score!

The system also allows you to chat with friends, taunt your
enemies, and watch other players fight their own savage battles.
(Why learn from your own mistakes when you can learn from
someone else’s?) This “observer” system allows players of ei-
ther game (or those who have yet to join either) to learn the ins
and outs of the other game before deciding to invest time and
money in it.

So come to www.SFBonline.com right away. You can even
fly the Federation CA or Klingon D7 as a free trial, or watch
any game in play. Legendary SFB aces and new Federation
Commander aces strut their stuff in combat arenas all the time,
and you can learn from the best.

Hailing Frequencies
We publish a newsletter covering all of our products with

information about the games. It’s free. Try it for a few issues
and see if you like it. Subscribe at:

www.StarFleetGames.com/newsletter.shtml

We Welcome Your Ideas
Really! We do! If you have an idea of a way we can make

life easier for our players, just let us know and we will at least
see if we can make it happen.
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 FEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIO

(8CM115) Betrayal(8CM115) Betrayal(8CM115) Betrayal(8CM115) Betrayal(8CM115) Betrayal

In 2572, the leader of the Hamilcar Cartel asked the
Pharoah Cartel to help provide escort for a shipment of
spare parts to a clandestine base in Hydran space. Pha-
raoh agreed to send his heaviest ship, the heavy cruiser
Hammerfield, commanded by the renowned pirate Deth
O’Kay. Both Pharaoh and Deth were concerned about a
trap, but the payment was too high to pass up.

As the Hammerfield and the Slaver it was escorting
neared their destination, a Raider Cruiser approached
at high speed, refusing to identify itself. The Slaver fired
into the flank shields of the Hammerfield, and launched
fighters. Deth O’Kay wasn’t especially surprised; he didn’t
have time to be.

(8CM115a) NUMBER OF PLAYERS
Two: The Hamilcar Cartel Orion player and the

Pharoah Cartel Orion player.

(8CM115b) INITIAL SETUP
Map: Set up the map with 3 panels across and 2

panels high if using small hexes (4 wide and 3 high if
using large hexes).

Use a “floating” map since the battle is in open space
with no borders or terrain features to restrict the move-
ment of the ships. Any unit which ends the turn more
than 25 hexes from all other units has disengaged and
has left the scenario.

Hamilcar Cartel: Place a Slaver in any convenient
hex in the lower right corner of the map, facing direction
F. Place six (6) Stinger fighters (3 in fleet scale) in the
same hex as the Slaver, facing any direction. Place a
CR 26 hexes away from the Slaver in direction A/F, fac-
ing direction C.

Pharoah Cartel: Place the CA Hammerfield in the
hex next to the Slaver in direction E, facing direction F.

(8CM115c) OBJECTIVE
Mission-Both: Destroy the enemy.
Time Limit: The scenario continues until all ships

belonging to one player have been captured or destroyed,
or have disengaged.

Victory: Use the Point Value Victory System (8B2)
to determine the winner.

(8CM115d) SPECIAL RULES
1. Flat-footed: No ship has satisfied its turn mode

at the beginning of the scenario.
2. Orion Stinger Fighters: These function identi-

cally to Hydran Stinger fighters (5Q), except they have
no fusion beams (4L) because the Slaver has no facili-
ties to arm them. Their phaser-Gs (4B2f) function nor-
mally. They may only land and be repaired on the Slaver.

3. Orion Slaver: The Orion Slaver may only select
from the following weapons to fill its option mounts, sub-
ject to the additional limits of rule (5L1): phaser-1, phaser-
2, phaser-3, drone rack, ADD. Additionally, four of its
cargo boxes are converted to shuttle boxes (two in fleet
scale), and all shuttle boxes are capable of (and were)
holding Stinger fighters.

4. Other Orion Weapons: Though this battle took
place in Hydran space, players are free to use any weap-
ons allowed by rule (5L1). Historically, the CA
Hammerfield had two photons (one each in option
mounts A and B), and two plasma-F launchers (one each
in option mounts C and D).

5. Surprise Attack: The Slaver has just launched a
surprise attack against the Hammerfield. On Impulse #8
of Turn #0, the Hamilcar Cartel player may fire any and
all of the weapons from the Slaver at the Hammerfield.
Use the ships’ set-up distance and facing to resolve these
attacks (Range 1 and on the #3 shield). Deduct five points
of damage (three in Fleet Scale) from the total scored to
represent additional shield reinforcement from the
Hammerfield. Reduce the #1 and #2 shields on the
Hammerfield by 10 boxes each (5 in fleet scale). The
Slaver has dropped its #1 shield in anticipation of per-
forming hit-and-run raids. The shield may not be raised
until the Other Functions Phase (1E2e) of Turn #2.

(8CM115e) FORCE DYNAMICS
The scenario can be played again under different

conditions by making one or more of the following
changes:

1. Alternative Ships: Replace the CA with a BC or
an OK6. Replace the CR with a DBR.

2. Balance: The balance of the scenario could be
adjusted by changing the number of Stinger fighters or
giving them back their Fusion Beams (4L). A Light Raider
could be added to the Pharoah Cartel forces.

(8CM115f) DESIGNER’S NOTES
This scenario was originally designed for Star Fleet

Battles by Stephen Kacarides and was published as
SL52 in Captain’s Log #3. It was converted to Federa-
tion Commander by Paul Cordeiro.
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(4F6) SWARMS(4F6) SWARMS(4F6) SWARMS(4F6) SWARMS(4F6) SWARMS
Any seeking weapons of the same type (different

plasma sizes are different weapon types) launched by
the same ship, in the same impulse, with the same tar-
get will automatically form into a swarm. [A flight of fight-
ers (5Q1g) counts as “the same firing ship” for this rule.
Suicide shuttles cannot use this rule.] When in the form
of a swarm, individual seeking weapons can no longer
be identified individually or targeted individually. Instead,
they are treated as a single unit. They move as a unit,
impact as a unit, are targeted as a unit, and cannot be
broken up prior to impact. Other than the rules specified
here, a swarm follows all the published rules for how
seeking weapons operate (4F).
(4F6a) Damage: When fired upon, the swarm is targeted
as a whole, and the owner of the swarm allocates dam-
age by weapon, starting with the largest number of dam-
age points.

Example: A drone swarm is fired upon by three
phasers, doing 4 points, 3 points, and 1 point of dam-
age. The drone swarm owner applies the 4 points of
damage against an undamaged drone (killing it), applies
the 3 points of damage on another undamaged drone
(leaving it with one point), and applies the 1 point of dam-
age to another undamaged drone.
(4F6b) Impact: At the point of impact, the swarm ends,
and the surviving seeking weapons are treated individu-
ally during the Defensive Fire step (1E2c).

Example: A swarm of four drones impacts its target
ship. At this point, it is no longer treated as a single unit,
but is now four individual drones. So, if the target ship
wants to tractor the swarm, it will have to tractor each
drone with its own tractor, and cannot tractor the swarm
with a single tractor.
(4F6c) Tractors: Each tractor used against a swarm in
flight removes one drone from the swarm which is there-
after a separate swarm.

(5Q) FIGHTERS(5Q) FIGHTERS(5Q) FIGHTERS(5Q) FIGHTERS(5Q) FIGHTERS

As part of the preparations for FEDERATION COM-
MANDER: FIGHTERS ATTACK, Mike West rewrote the
Hydran fighter rules to be more general and cover all
fighters.

Fighters are armed attack shuttles. They share some
rules with shuttles, but they are more robust, faster, can
take more damage, and can score damage. The most
commonly seen fighters in the game are Hydran Sting-
ers, which are carried by most Hydran ships. However,
most other empires also used fighters, but instead of
putting them on most warships, only carried them on
dedicated carriers. Suicide shuttles do not use swarms.

The default operation of fighters is as flights (5Q1g).
This includes Stinger fighters. However, if all players
agree, flights may be ignored and everyone can operate

fighters as individual units. The flight rule only applies to
fighters; shuttles always operate as independent units.

(5Q1) OPERATIONS
(5Q1a) General: Fighters operate as shuttles (5H) with
some additional rules noted herein.

They have a speed of 16, a turn mode of 1, and
typically take 10-14 damage points (depending on the
specific type of fighter) to destroy. Fighters can make
one high energy turn per game turn (at no cost in speed
or energy and with no chance of failure). Fighter shuttle
boxes are a different shade of yellow from normal shuttle
boxes. Fighters are under the (4A3) restriction which
keeps more than three units in one hex from firing at the
same target. Fighters are repaired as shuttles (5G6).

Fighters do not have to declare their intention to
perform an HET; they simply perform the maneuver at
some point during movement.
(5Q1b) Launching: Fighters launch from the ship and
land as shuttles, but all fighters of a given flight launch
and land during a single impulse as a single unit (5Q1g).
(What is actually happening is that the individual fight-
ers are being launched and landed over several impulses
but this is managed by the flight deck operations chief
without bothering you.)
(5Q1c) Limitations: Fighters cannot be used as suicide
shuttles (5H6). Fighters cannot carry cargo or personnel
beyond a pilot.
(5Q1d) Damage: Fighters are destroyed after taking a
certain number of damage points. Each fighter section
below specifies how much damage it takes to destroy
that fighter. When they are destroyed they are immedi-
ately removed from play. Obviously, a destroyed fighter
cannot be repaired. Fighters are destroyed (5D5) if towed
at a speed over 16.
(5Q1e) Crippling: Fighters are “crippled” after receiv-
ing more than two-thirds of their damage limit. The ex-
act amount is given in each fighter section below. When
crippled (i.e., at the end of the impulse in which the crip-
pling damage point is received), a fighter cannot fire its
heavy weapons (any charges in them are lost), cannot
launch drones or plasma (they are dropped and lost),
and can only fire a single phaser-3 shot once per turn
(either offensively or defensively). A crippled fighter can
be partially or completely repaired and if (after some re-
pairs) it has enough damage points, it is no longer treated
as crippled.

If a fighter has multiple phasers (or phaser shots),
and at least one phaser shot remains, it still gets the one
shot on the turn it was crippled.
(5Q1f) Cost: Each fighter costs 10 points (unless other-
wise noted); the cost of the ship does not include the
cost of the fighters (which is why the point value is shown
with a plus sign; the first number is the ship and the sec-
ond is for the full allowance of fighters). The owner of a
ship that can carry fighters could voluntarily not buy some
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or all of his allowed fighters; those shuttle boxes are then
simply empty. (The intention is to modify SFB fighters
into 10-point FC units by changing the number of drones
or other factors.)
(5Q1g) Flights: Fighters operate in flights of one-to-six
fighters. The maximum size of a flight is six fighters.

(5Q1g1) A carrier can have a flight for every six fight-
ers (one flight if a carrier has six or fewer fighters; two
flights if a carrier has seven to twelve fighters; three if
13-18). Flights are treated as a single unit for launch
and recovery (2D5c). If a carrier has multiple flights, the
fighters can be divided between them however the owner
wants. For example: A carrier with eight fighters would
have two flights, which might be 4+4, 6+2, or 5+3. The
flights can be reorganized any time the fighters are on
the carrier. (Flights cannot merge or divide when in
space.) For example, a carrier with eight fighters could
launch them as 4+4, then land them later and change
that to 6+2. If one flight is totally destroyed, the carrier
can still use both of its flights by reorganizing the other
when they are on the ship. A carrier with 12 fighters can
only operate them as 6+6, although any carrier could
keep some fighters on board and not in flights. (In theory,
a carrier with 12 fighters could launch two flights of four,
and when one of those flights is totally destroyed, launch
the other four as a replacement flight.)

(5Q1g2) Flights must move together as a single unit,
and are fired upon as a unit. The owner of the fighters
determines how damage is applied by weapon in order
from the most damage scored on down. (In the case of
seeking weapons, one seeking weapon can only dam-
age one fighter, even if this is a massive overkill. Of
course, seeking weapons damage and direct-fire weap-
ons damage happens at different points in the Sequence
of Play.)

Example: A flight of fighters is fired upon by three
phasers at close range, doing two points, three points,
and five points of damage. These particular fighters take
12 points of damage and are crippled at eight points of
damage. The owner of the flight applies five points of
damage to fighter #1, then three points to fighter #2, then
the last two points on fighter #1 (it is one point from be-
ing crippled). He could have applied the third phaser to
a third fighter but wanted to keep as many fighters fully
intact as possible. Note that he can apply damage to
any fighter and picked the first two just for convenience.

(5Q1g3) Any crippled fighter may no longer fire its
weapons other than a phaser (5Q1e), and any drones in
flight are removed, but the crippled fighter stays with the
flight and does not slow it down. If all fighters are crippled,
the entire flight moves at a reduced speed (half of the
original, drop fractions). Fighters in a flight fire direct-fire
weapons individually, and are affected by (4A3). They
fire seeking weapons individually, but any launches in a
single impulse must have the same target and must form
into a swarm (4F6).

Example: The owner of a flight of six fighters wishes
to launch drones at two enemy units. Since he cannot
launch drones at two separate targets (4F6), he chooses
to launch four drones at the first enemy on this impulse
(these automatically form into a swarm) and will fire the
remaining two drones at the second enemy (as a swarm
of two drones) on the following impulse.

(5Q2) WEAPONS
(5Q2a) Phasers: Fighters are armed with phasers with
FA firing arcs. Most fighters have two phaser-3s. Hydrans
use a Gatling phaser, instead. The phasers can be used
in the Defensive Fire Phase as well as the Direct Fire
Phase. Use the small squares on the fighter diagram to
mark the shots used each turn. All phasers on a fighter
are limited to a maximum range of 15 hexes.
(5Q2b) Heavy Weapons: Fighters are also usually
armed with heavier weapons. These can be drones, type-
D plasma torpedoes, fusion beams, and occasionally
other weapons. All heavy weapons have an FA firing arc.
A fighter can only fire one heavy weapon on a given turn.
Each weapon can fire only once per turn. Seeking weap-
ons cannot be launched at any target more than 15 hexes
away. Any other special rules for the heavy weapons
are listed below for the specific type of fighters.

Most heavy weapons on fighters can only be fired
once before needing to be rearmed.
(5Q2c) Launch: Fighters may not fire their weapons in
the first impulse after launch.
(5Q2d) Arming: Fighters start all scenarios fully armed
and loaded (unless the scenario rules state otherwise).
Any fighter that is currently on board a ship that carries
fighters may be recharged or reloaded by that ship. If
there is an energy cost, this is paid during the Launch
Phase. The fighter may be launched immediately after
being armed, but the player is not required to do so. A
weapon on a fighter may not be recharged or reloaded
in the same turn in which it was fired, so if a fighter fires
a heavy weapon or drone and lands, it cannot be re-
charged or have another drone loaded until the next turn.
Regardless of when a fighter fired its weapon, neither of
them can be rearmed until the turn after the fighter lands
on the ship. If a fighter has two heavy weapons, both
can be rearmed at the same time if eligible, i.e., were
not fired during the current turn.
(5Q2e) Limitations: Fighters cannot used Directed Tar-
geting (3D4).

(5Q3) HYDRAN STINGERS
Most Hydran ships carry fighters called “Stingers.”

The data in this section is for the “Stinger-2” which was
standard during the General War; see Briefing #2 for the
earlier “Stinger-1” that was used in the Four Powers War.
(5Q3a) Damage: Stingers take 10 points of damage to
destroy and are crippled after receiving seven damage
points.
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(5Q3b) Launching: Hydrans can launch any or all of
their Stingers (plus one shuttlecraft) on a given impulse
(but can only land one shuttle or Stinger or flight per
impulse). This is because "launch tubes" are used to
launch the Stingers, which must then land through the
shuttle hatch normally. Some ships that are dedicated to
carrying fighters have a lower launch rate, and that will
be noted in the ship description.
(5Q3c) Weapons: Hydran Stingers are armed with a
Gatling phaser and two fusion beams. A Stinger can only
fire one fusion beam on any given turn. Each fusion beam
can fire only once per turn, and does not have to "cool
down" between firings. Each fusion beam can be loaded
with two charges. (Use the small circles to record that a
fusion charge is available on the Stinger. Charges are
reloaded when the Stinger is on the ship, costing the
ship one energy point per charge.) Fusion beams are
limited to a range of three hexes, but by using two fusion
charges in a single shot by one beam weapon, this can
be extended to 10 hexes (but causes no more damage
than a single charge).

(5Q4) DRONE-ARMED FIGHTERS
The Federation, Klingons, and Kzintis operate drone-

armed fighters. The Lyrans, Frax, and Seltorians use un-
modified Klingon fighters. The WYN most commonly
used Kzinti or Klingon fighters. The Orions also oper-
ated drone-armed fighters of all kinds.
(5Q4a) Damage: Klingon and Kzinti fighters take 12
points of damage to destroy and are crippled after re-
ceiving eight damage points. Federation fighters take 10
points of damage to destroy and are crippled after re-
ceiving seven damage points.
(5Q4b) Launching: Most ships that carry drone-armed
fighters can launch one flight or shuttle per impulse. (If
not using flights, any combination of two fighters and/or
shuttles can launch or land per impulse.) Some ships
can launch fighters faster, and that will be noted in the
ship description.
(5Q4c) Weapons: Drone-armed fighters are armed with
two phaser-3s and two drones. A drone-armed fighter
can only launch a single drone on any given turn. (Use
the small triangles to record that a drone has been
launched.) It takes no energy to load a drone onto a
fighter. Any drone controlled by a fighter must remain 15
hexes or closer to the fighter or be immediately removed
from play.

(5Q5) PLASMA-ARMED FIGHTERS
The Romulans, Gorns, and ISC operate plasma-

armed fighters. The WYN had a squadron or two of
plasma fighters. The Orions operated plasma fighters of
all kinds (whatever they could steal).
(5Q5a) Damage: Romulan and Gorn fighters take 10
points of damage to destroy and are crippled after re-
ceiving seven damage points. ISC fighters take 12 points

of damage to destroy and are crippled after receiving
eight damage points.
(5Q5b) Launching: Most ships that carry plasma-armed
fighters can launch one flight or shuttle per impulse. (If
not using flights, any combination of two fighters and/or
shuttles can launch or land per impulse) Some ships can
launch fighters faster, and that will be noted in the ship
description.
(5Q5c) Weapons: Plasma-armed fighters are armed with
two phaser-3s and two plasma-D torpedoes. A plasma-
armed fighter can only launch a single torpedo on any
given turn. (Use the small circles with a line to record
that a plasma has been launched.) It takes 1/2 Energy
Point to charge a torpedo and load it onto a fighter.

(5Q6) THOLIAN SPIDERS
The Tholians used fighters called “Spiders.” These

fighters were very simply armed, but very hardy.
(5Q6a) Damage: Spiders take 14 points of damage to
destroy and are crippled after receiving 10 damage
points.
(5Q6b) Launching: Tholians can launch or land any or
all of their Spiders on a given impulse. (Shuttles use the
normal rate of only launching or landing one shuttle per
impulse, but this is independent of the fighters.) This is
because Tholians held their fighters in independent ex-
ternal bays.
(5Q6c) Weapons: Tholian Spiders are armed with a
phaser-3 and a phaser-2. Since a Spider only has the
two phasers, it can fire both phasers once each turn and
never has to reload either weapon. Both phasers are
limited to a maximum range of 15 hexes.

(5Q7) VUDAR FIGHTERS
The Vudar use fighters armed with ion pulse can-

nons, a fighter-only version of the ion cannons they carry
on their ships.
(5Q7a) Damage: Vudar fighters take 14 points of dam-
age to destroy and are crippled after receiving 10 dam-
age points.
(5Q7b) Launching: The Vudar can launch one flight or
shuttle per impulse. (If not using flights, any combina-
tion of two fighters and/or shuttles can launch or land
per impulse.) Some ships can launch fighters faster, and
that will be noted in the ship description.
(5Q7c) Weapons: Vudar fighters are armed with two
phaser-3s and two ion pulse cannons. A Vudar fighter
can only fire one ion pulse cannon on any given turn.
Each ion pulse cannon can be loaded with two charges.
(Use the small circles to record that a charge is avail-
able on the fighter. Charges are reloaded when the fighter
is on the ship, costing the ship 1/2 energy point per
charge.) Ion pulse cannons are limited to a range of three
hexes, but by using two charges in a single shot by one
weapon, this can be extended to 10 hexes (but causes
no more damage than a single charge).
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DEVELOPER’S NOTES
Here are the decisions I (Mike West) made and the

reasons for them. (Later in the process, ADB made a
few minor changes based on their analysis and the ini-
tial tests. In this case, ADB can be taken to mean a dis-
cussion between FC designer Stephen V. Cole and SFU
coordinator Steven P. Petrick.)

First, I made seeking weapon swarms a general,
non-fighter, rule. The reason is because I figured if we
are going for counter reduction, there is absolutely no
reason not to let ships launch swarms, too. It helps ac-
complish a desired goal, and does not add any com-
plexity to allow ships as well as fighters to use swarms.
Plus, this lets me give the rule a little more room to
breathe with (4F6) instead of (5Q2f).

Second, the operation of the swarm is designed to
give the owner of a swarm a slight advantage by using
it. By being able to control the damage allocation, it lets
him make more favorable decisions. I chose to force the
damage to be allocated by weapon, rather than point,
because doing it by point makes the allocation too opti-
mal. This way there is still a noticeable advantage (as
highlighted in the example), but it isn’t overwhelming.
Analysis by ADB changed this slightly to require the
weapons to be resolved from the most damage to the
least. That avoided a situation where small amounts of
damage brought a fighter or swarm to within one point
of destruction and then allowed the player to waste most
of the damage points from the most effective weapons.

Third, I added flights for fighters (of course). Flights
provide two significant benefits at the cost of flexibility.
The benefits are significantly improved launch and land-
ing rates (because there is no other way to do it) and
better ability to take damage. Again, like swarms, the
flight owner allocates the damage, but has to do so by
weapon. The reasoning is the same, as allocating by
damage point is a huge advantage, while allocating by
weapon is still an advantage (as shown by the example),
but should not be overwhelming. This also reflects that
a single phaser shot is going to hit one target. Again,
ADB changed this to require the weapons that score the
most damage to be scored first, eliminating the ability to
waste most of their damage. You can still waste damage
to some degree but far less than the original draft.

I originally required fighters to be evenly divided
across flights. I figured there needed to be some guid-
ance as to how to organize them, so I just did it that way.
(In other words, should eight fighters be grouped into a
flight of 6 and a flight of 2, or should it be grouped into
two flights of 4? I chose the latter.) ADB ultimately de-
cided to give the players more freedom and allow a car-
rier with eight fighters to divide them as 6+2, 5+3, or
4+4. ADB also added the note that if you lost flight #2

while in flight and all of the fighters from flight #1 were
on the carrier you could divide them into two flights. There
are advantages and disadvantages to having more flights
(send them in different directions) or having bigger flights
(more powerful attacks, easier to manipulate damage to
the flight).

Fourth, I chose to leave a lot of flexibility in weapons
fire (they fire individually by fighter, rather than as a swarm
all at once) because that fit much better with how fight-
ers are presented in the universe as a whole. If we started
with flights with Stingers when fighters were first intro-
duced with FC, then I might have done it differently. But,
since we are still going to have individual mini-SSDs for
the fighters, and we are going to be recording fire and
ammo and everything else for each individual fighter, it
made the most sense to me to keep that fire individual.
Even with this flexibility, seeking weapons still result in
swarms, so the main goals of the rule (counter reduc-
tion) is still accomplished despite the flexibility.

Finally, I made sure that all fighter weapons are lim-
ited to 15 hexes. For phasers, that isn’t an issue, and for
plasmas, it is only barely an issue. I include drones in
this limit for a few reasons. The major one is that it just
seems weird to limit everything on a fighter to no more
than 15 hexes, but not drones. Also, note that this limit is
on the fighter, not the drone. A drone is still a drone no
matter what. The actual limit is that a fighter can’t control
a drone outside 15 hexes. (This rule would never really
work in SFB because the fighters would just transfer
control of the drones to a ship. In FC this isn't possible,
so this becomes an effective rule.)

Oh, one last point: I note that the Frax use Klingon
fighters. This isn’t technically true, but since Klingon,
Kzinti, and Frax fighters (for the purposes of FC) are all
completely identical, it didn't seem worth it to make an
additional differentiation.—Mike West
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STAR FLEET ALERT
9 JULY 2016

RECENT RELEASEsRECENT RELEASEsRECENT RELEASEsRECENT RELEASEsRECENT RELEASEs

F&E FIGHTER OPERATIONS 2016
This is an expansion module for the Federation & Empire game system, and
is an updated and expanded version of the 2004 product. The 2016 edition has a
rulebook updated to F&E2010 standards with improved rules and many additional
playing pieces. Questions have been answered, many examples added, and it is
reformatted for easier use by players.
Format 8.5x11 SKU 3203 Retail  $34.95

SFB MODULE C1 (NEW WORLDS I)
This is an expansion for the Star Fleet Battles game system adding new empires.
Updated and expanded version from the 2000 product of the same name, the 2015
edition has been improved and updated to Master Rulebook standards.
Questions have been answered and new art has been added. The SSD book has
been updated with many improvements on every page.
Format 8.5x11 SKU 5601 Retail  $20.95

FOR THE GLORY OF THE EMPIRE (Star Fleet Journal #1)
This is a fiction anthology with five major stories about the Klingon Empire. The book
was designed to reach non-gaming audiences, but it will also introduce them to our
game products via scenarios for Federation Commander and Star Fleet Battles.
Available for Kindle on Amazon and as a PDF on DriveThru and Warehouse 23.
Several more volumes of Star Fleet Journal are in preparation.
Format 8.5x11 SKU 2201 Retail  $6.95

2016 Edition

available E-RULEBOOKavailable E-RULEBOOKavailable E-RULEBOOKavailable E-RULEBOOKavailable E-RULEBOOK

F&E MINOR EMPIRES 2016
This is an expansion module for the Federation & Empire game system that adds
three new empires to the universe with hundreds of counters and eight scenarios.
★  Seltorians are here with their hive ships and web breakers to kill Tholians.
★  Vudar rebels broke away from the Klingon Empire to set up their own Enclave.
★  Lyran Democratic Republic broke free of the Lyran Empire to find their destiny.
Counters are available as spare parts. The hard-copy product will be released in
June when all questions from players reading the PDF have been answered.
Format 8.5x11 SKU 3214R Rulebook PDF on DriveThru/W23 $9.95
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STAR FLEET ALERT
31 MAY 2016

NEW SHOPPING CARTNEW SHOPPING CARTNEW SHOPPING CARTNEW SHOPPING CARTNEW SHOPPING CART

Amarillo Design Bureau is excited to announce a new online store is now available. It can be found at

www.starfleetstore.com.
This updates the look and feel of the old cart and will give you a better shopping experience.

New features include the ability to review our titles. We hope that you do that so as to build up a good
information base for new and returning players.

From this point forward, the cart will remember what you have ordered.

Your information was not transferred to the new cart. You will have to re-register with your first order.
We are sorry for the inconvenience, but your online security is of utmost priority with us.

We hope that you find the experience to be enjoyable. We know that not everything is perfect yet, so
you can either use the “Contact Us” link on the cart or email us at

marketing@starfleetgames.com.

We wanted to make your experience on our websites
www.StarFleetGames.com and www.FederationCommander.com

as easy as possible, but there are lots of links to the old shopping cart. We are working diligently to
change those to the new shopping cart, but it may take a while. The work starts on the evening of
May 31, 2016 and will continue until we find them all. You can report broken links to

marketing@starfleetgames.com.

Let us know what you think, good or bad. We’ll try to mitigate the bad and reinforce the good things.
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STAR FLEET ALERT
18 JUNE 2016
RECENT RELEASESRECENT RELEASESRECENT RELEASESRECENT RELEASESRECENT RELEASES

CONTACT
Amarillo Design Bureau, Inc. PO Box 8759, Amarillo TX 79114 PH: (806)-351-1950
To order products, contact Sales@StarFleetGames.com
To receive these Alerts, contact Marketing@StarFleetGames.com
See our updated website: www.StarFleetGames.com

CAPTAIN’S LOG #51CAPTAIN’S LOG #51CAPTAIN’S LOG #51CAPTAIN’S LOG #51CAPTAIN’S LOG #51
The next installment in our best-selling product series:
Night Hounds: An Orion Crime Team on the Romulan border.
SFB: 14 new ships, four new scenarios.
Omega: Two new command cruisers, Operation Renaissance
FedComm: A new empire (Borak) with four ships.
F&E: Carnivon rules and scenario.
A Call to Arms: Star Fleet: Scenario and five new ships.
Starmada: New drone and shield rules, four new ships.
And all of the usual features: monsters, Anarchist, battle groups, and more.

SKU 5751, Retail price $24.95 UPC: 6-78554-05751-3

F&E MINOR EMPIRES 2016
This is an expansion module for the Federation & Empire game system that adds
three new empires to the universe with hundreds of counters and eight scenarios.
★  Seltorians are here with their hive ships and web breakers to kill Tholians.
★  Vudar rebels broke away from the Klingon Empire to set up their own Enclave.
★  Lyran Democratic Republic broke free of the Lyran Empire to find their destiny.
SKU 3214, Retail Price $36.95 UPC: 6-78554-03214-5

A CALL TO ARMS: STAR FLEET — DELUXE EDITION
Players around the world are waiting for this Revision-1.2 edition.
★  Completely updated and revised from the original release.
★  Fast play with minimal record keeping, fight a major battle in one evening.
★  Designed for use with Starline 2400 or Starline 2500 miniatures.
SKU M30001, Retail Price $29.95 UPC: 6-78554-30001-5


